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RML (Report Markup Language) is ReportLab's own language for specifying the appearance of a
printed page, which is converted into PDF by the utility rml2pdf.

These RML samples showcase techniques and features for generating various types of ouput and
are distributed within our commercial package as test cases. Each should be self explanatory and
stand alone.

Background

In recent years, the accessibility of PDFs for disabled users has become a big topic. Governments in particular may
mandate compliance with accessibility standards. The key point is that screen readers, which read electronic docu-
ments aloud, should be able to make sense of a PDF document.

The guidelines on accessibility the W3C PDF Techniques for WCAG 2.0. Practically, there are many tools to check a
file for compliance such as this PDF checker, used by the European Union.

A number of governments and organisations state that they "require" perfect compliance (it basically costs nothing to
decree that), but to our knowledge there are no report generators that achieve it, and certainly not automatically. We
believe ReportLab do very well on accessibility, and have dealt with the main things accessibility checkers reported
many years ago (like adding metadata to describe the language the output is in).

ReportLab PLUS is a fairly low-level way of constructing PDF files, so achieving good accessibility is up to the de-
veloper using it. Here are some guidelines on testing and improving accessibility.

A perfect accessibility score, while often mandated in software requirements, is not always possible nor eco-
nomic, especially with a complex graphical representation of data which is hard to explain in spoken words. We've of-
ten found in practice that disabled readers are much happier with an alternative form of the same information - for ex-
ample a web page - which might allow you to agree an exemption for a PDF file, if this is always available.

Steps

Here are steps to follow.


